
Understanding diversity and plotting the journey to realise inclusion is
far from easy. That's where the Kinverse D&I Audit comes to the fore.
The platform is significant in its breadth of diversity data and its ability
to map, benchmark and evidence the organisation's inclusion position
to accelerate change and transform culture.

The Kinverse D&I Audit establishes a baseline to demonstrate where
the company is now, with the tools to identify risk areas, prioritise
initiatives, monitor progress, track change and benchmark
performance against targets.

The Kinverse platform captures primary data on all
diversity points, covering protected characteristics
such as race, gender, sexuality, age and disability,
and influencing factors such as socio-economic,
education, dependents and employment status. The
information provides an accurate picture of the
workforce, the diversity within and, over time, its
movement. 

DIVERSITY & INCLUSION AUDIT
It's never been more critical for organisations to champion
diversity, equity, belonging and inclusion. Employees, investors,
and society as a whole are demanding it. Companies not only
need to make commitments to diversity, inclusion and equity
but also demonstrate real impact.

Report on diversity

Drill down into diversity representation
across pay, job levels, departments

and all steps in the employee lifecycle
from recruitment, retention, attrition,

development to advancement. 

Understand, track, analyse and improve D&I

Demonstrate accountability and ownership 
The Kinverse D&I Audit enables companies to build accountability into their
diversity and inclusion strategy by pinpointing areas of concern, setting clear
objectives and measuring progress against goals. The platform ensures efforts
are directed in the most impactful areas to encourage behavioural changes
and cultural shifts. 

60%
better results 

What's at risk?

19%
innovation

35%
revenue 

67%
job seekers 



Understand and map inclusivity
The Kinverse D&I Audit can visualise your current
inclusivity status, mapped against your target position.  

Our inclusivity mapping is a key feature that enables
you to understand your organisation's assumptions
around inclusion, compared to the employee
experience. There is also the ability to delve deeper
into employee sentiment with functionality that adds
qualitative context to the data.

Taking employees with you on the D&I journey is vital. The platform is designed to build
engagement and communicate anonymously, with the employee experience developed to
establish trust and ensure maximum data collection. The platform can share results, deliver
feedback, and outline focus areas to provide transparency across your D&I journey.

Be transparent and engage employees

Kinverse collects primary data directly from the employees. Employees remain anonymous
throughout, and Kinverse stores and controls the data with stringent policies, procedures, and
safeguards to meet legal and ethical requirements and ensure that a person's identity is
unknown. With the fear of reprisal removed, employees feel safe disclosing information and
playing their part in the evolving D&I landscape.

Provide a psychological safe space

Talk to us today to start your D&I journey

T: +44 (0) 207 617 7369
E: Info@Kinverse.io     I     W: Kinverse.io

Pre-defined D&I Audit templates
D&I is complex and knowing where and how to approach it is challenging, but with the Kinverse
pre-built inclusivity audit templates, we can start you on your journey in a structured and
impactful manner. We've simplified the process and templated our knowledge so you can
understand and shape diversity and inclusion across your organisation, processes and channels.  

Kinverse provides the tools and data to manage D&I. We enable you to develop an inclusion
and diversity strategy that can benchmark your company's position, recognise areas of
concern and demonstrate progress over specified timeframes.

Build a winning strategy



 Standard

Essential
Premium

T: +44 (0) 207 617 7369

E: Info@Kinverse.io     I     W: Kinverse.io

 Standard

Pre-built & customisable inclusivity audit templates

Contextual inclusivity questioning 

Pre-built email communication process

Customisable email communication process 

Feedback and status reporting 

Anonymous communication with employees

Anonymous communication with specific groups

General diversity data capture

General + customisable diversity data capture (5 questions)

AUDIT CREATION

Pre-built inclusivity audit templates

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT

 Measure,
evidence, manage
and improve D&I 

Report and
benchmark D&IReport on D&I 

INSIGHT 

Organisational inclusivity benchmarking

Reporting on earnings or progress by protected
characteristics or influencing factors

Reporting on protected characteristics or influencing factors 
(ie, gender, race, religion, socio-economic, dependents)

Benchmark earnings or progress by protected
characteristics

Reporting on earnings or progress by protected characteristics
and function (job level, department, territory)

Organisational inclusivity mapping 

Benchmark inclusivity by defined areas
(protected characteristics/influencing factors/functions)

Talk to us today to start your D&I journey

DIVERSITY & INCLUSION AUDIT
The Kinverse D&I Audit has three levels of functionality. No matter
where you want to start, we can support your strategy.


